LONG COURSES

- SEC450: Blue Team Fundamentals – Security Operations and Analysis
- SEC487: Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) Gathering and Analysis
  
- GIAC Open Source Intelligence (GOSI)
- SEC503: Intrusion Detection In-Depth
  
- GIAC Certified Intrusion Analyst (GCIA)
- SEC505: Securing Windows and PowerShell Automation
  
- GIAC Certified Windows Security Administrator (GCWN)
- SEC511: Continuous Monitoring and Security Operations
  
- GIAC Continuous Monitoring Certification (GMON)
- SEC530: Defensible Security Architecture and Engineering
  
- GIAC Defensible Security Architecture (GDSA)
- SEC546: IPv6 Essentials
- SEC555: SIEM Tactical Analysis
  
- GIAC Certified Detection Analyst (GCDA)

SHORT COURSES

- SEC455: SIEM Design & Implementation [2 Day Course]
- SEC537: Practical OSINT Analysis and Automation [2 Day Course]
- SEC582: Mastering TShark Packet Analysis [2 Day Course]
- SEC583: Crafting Packets [1 Day Course]
- SEC586: Blue Team Operations: Defensive PowerShell [3 Day Course]